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Analytic expressions for the non-resonant longitudinal coupling impedance and the centrifugal space charge force
in a toroidal beam pipe with circular cross section are presented. The results are obtained by solving Maxwell's
equations via a perturbation method in an appropriate orthogonal coordinate system, which is erected in the Serret-
Frenet frame around the central arc of the torus. General results for the electromagnetic fields due to a tubular
beam, which are exact to second order in the inverse curvature radius and are valid in the entire non-resonant
region extending·well beyond the beam pipe cut off frequency, are obtained. The general results are used to derive
a simple expression, valid in the long-wavelength limit, for the centrifugal space charge force on axial particles
in a beam with uniform or circular symmetric Gaussian current distribution. The full second-order expression for
the curvature-induced residual longitudinal coupling impedance of a filamentary beam is presented from which a
simple expansion, valid in the long-wavelength limit, is derived. Numerical estimates confirm that the curvature-
dependent non-resonant effects are negligeable for the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider under construction at this
laboratory.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the topic of coupling impedances and beam-induced forces in a toroidal beam
pipe is revisited. In straight, smooth accelerator beam pipe configurations, the space charge
forces on a charged test particle due to beam-induced electric and magnetic fields are subject
to a near perfect cancellation in the ultra-relativistic limit. It is well known from the studies of
effects due to incoherent synchrotron radiation in circular accelerators and later on from the
studies of the electron-ring accelerator concept that in toroidal geometries the cancellation
is imperfect, resulting in residual, "energy-independent" longitudinal l ,2 and transverse3,4
forces which can impact the accelerator performance. The subsequent work by Talman5 on
the "centrifugal space charge force" generated considerable attention to this topic, and it was
explored during a dedicated workshop6 and in several detailed studies.7- 12 More recently,
Ruggiero's conjecture13 of a possibly high longitudinal impedance at cutoff resulting
from the curvature in beam pipes revived the interest and lead to the studies by Ng and






Warnock14 and others,15-16 in which the absence of such singularities was proven. Whereas
the present-day designs of high-energy hadron accelerators/colliders are based on beam
pipes with circular cross section, essentially all theoretical studies assume rectangular
geometries, .the notable exception being the report by Zotter. 17 The expressions here
presented for the longitudinal coupling impedance and the centrifugal space charge force
in curved beam pipes with circular cross section are intended to amend this deficiency.
The original studies of synchrotron radiation, which are obviously of interest in con-
nection with the present work, ignored the impact of metal boundaries. 18 This treatment
is justified by the incoherent character of synchrotron radiation, which is strongest in the
vicinity of the critical mode number, well above the beam pipe cutoff frequency, and thus
with the particles radiating irrespective of beam dimensions or beam pipe geometry. In
order to simplify the problem, similar assumptions were made by Talman5 and others9,10 in
the early studies of the centrifugal space charge force, with the justification that this effect
strongly depends on the transverse charge distribution in the beam and less so on the beam
pipe geometry.
In contrast to the incoherent radiation by individual particles, the coherent radiation by
beam bunches of finite bunch length has a radiation spectrum mainly with wavelengths
longer than the dimensions of the bunch, thus located well below the critical mode number
and, hence, can be suppressed by metallic shields.t9,20 It follows that the longitudinal
coupling impedance is strongly dependent on the geometry of the shielding environment,
as can be seen from the comparison of known Z j n results for different configurations.
The expression for the coupling impedance of a completely unshielded beam in free
space, orbiting on a circle with radius R, has been obtained by Bonch-Osmolovsky from
synchrotron radiation results in the long-wavelength limit as21 ,22
r(2j3) (~ )
Zjn ~ Z02(3n2)1/3 '\13 + j
valid for mode numbers n « ncrit = ~y3, with y = (1 - (32)-1/2 the normalized energy
and Zo = eILo in SI-units. This result can be compared to the Pellegrini & Sessler23 ,24
result for the coupling impedance of parallel plates, valid below cutoff nco = n R j h,
Zjn ~ -jZo L~~2 (1 +21n~:) +13 CrhRr}
where h is the spacing of the plates and a the beam radius. Note that even the character
of the result has changed from being radiative, i.e. with losses, to purely capacitive. The
more general solution21 for this geometry indicates that the residual, y-independent, term
becomes inductive for n f"V nco and radiative above cutoff.
The case of a beam circulating between a coaxial pair of infinitely long cylinders was
analyzed by Faltens & Laslett,22 with the expression for the residual longitudinal coupling
impedance in the ultra-relativistic limit, f3 f"V 1, given by
~ ~ -jZo (~)2
n nR
valid at mode numbers n «nco = !Rjw, where 2w is the spacing between the cylinders.
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The fields arising from a beam inside a toroidal beam pipe with rectangular cross section
of height h and width 2w have been examined by Neil (cited in Ref. 24), with the result for
the residual coupling impedance, fJ f'.J 1, (n « nco = Jr R/ h)
Z I'"'V • (h)2 '""' sinh2~mw - 2~mw
- f'.J -)Zo - L..J
n Jr R m odd 2m3 cosh2~mw (4)
where ~m = mJr/ h. A more general expression, valid for mode numbers up to and beyond
cutoff, but below the resonant region, n « (R/w)3/2, was obtained by Hahn & Tepikian25
Z f'.J • (h)2 '""' [ 2 ( h )2] sinh2~mw - 2~mw
- f'.J - ) Zo - L..J 1 - 3n --
n Jr R m odd mJr R 2m3 cosh2~mw (5)
The dependence of the radial force seen by a test particle in a Gaussian bunch in a
rectangular beam pipe on the bunch and pipe dimensions was analyzed by Piwinski7 and
also by Decker.8 It will be seen that the results in the present paper for the radial force in a
circular symmetric bunch in a beam pipe with circular cross section differ qualitatively due
to the absence of quadrupole and higher terms. It follows that, in order to obtain quantitative
results in the context ofbeam instabilities, forces and the concomitant coupling impedances,
the beam structure as well as the influence of shielding beam pipes and their geometry must
be taken into account.
The obvious reason for considering beam pipes with rectangular cross section in previous
studies is the perceived simplicity of the cylindrical versus the unfamiliarity of the toroidal
coordinate system. The use ofa perturbation treatment, which recently has been successfully
applied to the derivation of expressions for the longitudinal coupling impedance in toroidal
beam pipes with rectangular cross section,25,26 circumvents the mathematical difficulties
of the circular cross section and leads, in fact, to simpler analytic results valid as long as
the curvature radius is large compared to the beam pipe dimensions.
The results are obtained via the perturbation method developed by Jouguet27 for the
analysis of the electromagnetic wave propagation in curved waveguides. Using the Serret-
Frenet frame, an appropriate "local" orthogonal coordinate system (r, cp, () can be
errected around the central arc of the torus. This choice is preferable to the use of
toroidal coordinates, since the local coordinate system reduces to the usual circular-cylinder
coordinatesr, cp, S = R() as required for the perturbation treatment ofthe problem. Whereas
the Laplace equation is separable in toroidal coordinates, the vector Helmholtz equation
is not,. and finding solutions requires approximation treatment in either coordinate system,
thereby negating any advantages ofthe toroidal coordinate system. The metric ofthis "local"
coordinate system and the perturbation method to solve Maxwell's equations are presented
in Appendix A.
The primary objective of this paper is the derivation of an expression for the residual
longitudinal Z / n of a toroidal beam pipe with circular cross section. The geometry of the
toroidal beam pipe is shown in Figure 1, with b representing the beam pipe radius and R






FIGURE 1: Local coordinate system (r, ({J, B) for toroidal beam tube with circular cross section.
with mode number n. The result for the residual longitudinal coupling impedance in the
ultra-relativistic limit, fJ ~ 1, is given by
(6)
and is valid in the non-resonant region up to n « (Rlb)3/2. This result can be directly
compared with the above expression (5) forthe residual coupling impedance ofa rectangular
beam pipe which in contrast is given as an infinite series.
The basis for the present study of a toroidal beam pipe is established by first deriving
an unabridged version of the well-known expressions for the longitudinal and transverse
coupling impedances in a straight beam pipe. Perturbation results to first order in R -1 , the
inverse curvature radius, are then derived, which yield novel expressions for the centrifugal
space charge force in a toroidal beam pipe with circular cross section. Second-order
perturbation results finally lead to an analytical expression for the residual longitudinal
coupling impedance of a toroidal beam pipe. Since wall losses are themselves a small
perturbation, they can be ignored in deriving the perturbation results due to the curvature.
In the main part of this paper, the toroidal results are given in the low mode number,
long-wavelength approximation only, i.e. n « y . Rib ~ ynco , which is sufficient
for all practical purposes and conveys a better physical picture of the problem. The full
perturbation results to first and second order in R-1, which are valid in the entire non-
resonant region, n « (RIb)3/2 , and hence beyond cutoff, are presented in the Appendices B
and C respectively.
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2 STRAIGHT BEAM PIPE
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The foundation for the present study is laid by first rederiving the well-known expressions
for the longitudinal coupling impedance seen by an axial beam, as well as the transverse
impedance seen by a radially displaced beam in a straight beam pipe.
In order to prevent a logarithmic divergence of the result for the coupling impedances, the
beam must be given a finite transverse size. Solving the case of a tubular beam located at the
radius p avoids the divergence. This approach corresponds to using the concept of Green's
functions without the mathematical formalism and is a necessary step to finding solutions
by the perturbation method used in this paper. It is also a convenient way, alternative to the
use of potentials,28 to finding a solution for a beam with uniform current density inside a
radius a, as will be demonstrated in the case of the straight beam pipe, for which the results
are well known.29
The tubular beam is assumed to travel in the () direction with velocity v and has the
current density
ie = Jo(r - p)cosmcpe-jneejwt (7)
with the mode number n, wave number v = n/R, and circular frequency in natural units
(c = 1, /LO = 1)
w=v·n/R=vv (8)
The associated electromagnetic fields are solutions of the vector Helmholtz equation
and are obtained by field matching at r = p, while imposing Ampere's law on Hep, and
by satisfying the "practical" boundary condition at r = b for a lossy, thick pipe wall,
Ee = -RsHep, with the surface resistance R s = 1(1 + j)wos, Os being the skin depth.
The fields induced by the tubular beam centered in a straight beam pipe are transverse
magnetic and fully defined by the electric () field component. One finds, with the harmonic
time dependence suppressed,
- in the inner region (0 < r < p)
(9)




The expressions for the remaining field components are given in Table 1.
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= -J VKp cosmcpe- jn(} x Cm(Kp)I~(Kr); 1m(Kp)C~(Kr)
w
E = +J mvp sinmcpe- jn(} x Cm(Kp)lm(Kr); 1m(Kp)Cm(Kr)ep wr




sinmcpe- jn(} x Cm(Kp) 1m(Kr); 1m(Kp)Cm(Kr)
r
Hep = -JKp cosmcpe- jn(} X Cm(Kp)I~(Kr); 1m(Kp)C~(Kr)
H(} =0
The radial dependence is given in terms of modified Bessel functions, 1m (Kr), and the
Bessel function combinations
(12)
which for small losses, i.e. 8s « b, can be approximated by
(13)
where the Wronskian has been used to simplify the expression.
2.1 Longitudinal coupling impedance in straight beam tube
The longitudinal coupling impedance is defined in terms of the electric force on an on-axis
test particle by
2n
Z R f 'ne




where I is the total peak current of the beam.
Assuming uniform current density inside the beam which has a radius a and is centered
in the pipe, one obtains the total on-axis longitudinal electric field component by setting
m = 0 and J = I dp j(na 2 ) in the tubular beam expressions, Table 1, and by integration of
(15)
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The longitudinal coupling impedance follows from Equation (14) as
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(16)
In the long-wavelength limit, i.e. Kb « 1, which at high energies extends to mode numbers
above cutoff n « y Rib rv ynco , this expression simplifies to the well known result30 (in
SI units with Zo = c/-to, v = fJc)
Z Zo (b 1) 8s-~-j- In-+- +(I+j)fJZo-
n fJ y 2 a 2 2b
(17)
The coupling impedance of a beam with circular symmetric Gaussian current density is
obtained by setting m = 0 and
I (p2 )J = --exp -- dp
2nO'2 20'2
leading in the long-wavelength limit to (a « b)
Z . Zo ( b C) . 8s
- = -J- In- + - + (1 + J)fJZo-
n fJ y 2 -J2O' 2 2b
with Euler's constant C ~ 0.577.
(18)
(19)
2.2 Transverse impedance ofdisplaced beam in straight beam tube
A beam of uniform current density inside a radius a which is radially displaced by ilx has
its boundary given by
r = ilx cos <p + Ja2 - (ilx sin <p)2 (20)
The forces on the on-axis test particle due to the displacement of the beam can be
approximated by considering a tubular beam at r = a, having the current density
I ( )2 }. I _ .ne ilx 1 ilxle ~ -8(r - a)e 1 - cos<p - - - (1 - cos2<p) + ...na a 4 a (21)
To first order in ilx, only a transverse magnetic dipole field is induced, which results in a
radial force on the test particle and is described by the transverse coupling impedance31
2Jr





Using the above results for a tubular beam, one finds
K(Er - vHcp)r=o = - 2 Cl (Ka)] l1x21l'vya
resulting in the expression for the transverse coupling impedance
which in the long-wavelength limit reduces to the well known expression32 (SI units)
ZoR ( 1 1 ) ZoR8sZT ~ - j -- - - - + (1 + j)--





The electromagnetic fields induced by a tubular beam in a toroidal beam pipe can be derived
by a perturbation treatment for which the formalism is developed in the Appendix A and
which is valid in the entire non-resonant region, n « (R/b)3/2. Having the solution for
the tubular beam allows one, in principle, to find a solution for any current distribution.
However, the mathematical manipulations required make it impractical to go beyond a
uniform current density beam in the first-order approximation or a filamentary beam for the
second-order approximation. This restriction can be relaxed in the long-wavelength limit,
and results for the centrifugal space charge force in beams with circular symmetric Gaussian
current density have been obtained.
All cases considered start with the solution for the tubular ctlrrent'density which is then
given, in local coordinates r, C{J, 8, by (with the e jwt time factor suppressed)
ie = J8(r - p)e- jne
Taking into account the curvature, the charge density follows as
J (P) _'ne 1q = -8(r - p) 1 - - cosc{J e ] + - ...
v R R2
with v the velocity of the on-axis particle.
(26)
(27)
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Expanding the fields as a power series in 1/R, one can write
1 1
Er = Ero + - Erl + -2 ...R R
1 1
Eep = R Eepl + R2 ...
- 1 - 1
Ea = jEao + jR Ea1 + R2 ...
1 1
Hr = R Hrl + R2 ...
1 1
Hep = Hepo + R Hepl + R2 ...
1 - 1
Ha = j R Ha I + R2 ...
The zeroth-order terms are obtained from the straight beam pipe solution as follows
- in the inner region, 0 < r < p
VKp
Eroi = - J-Co(Kp)II(Kr)
w
- in the outer region, p < r < b
VKp ,






As shown in Appendix A, the first-order perturbation terms Eal and Hal must satisfy the
differential equations






- 2 - -~THel - K Hel = -~T(rcos<pHeo) - sin <p(wEro + vHcpo) (32)
with the transverse Laplace operator
(33)
In addition, the perturbation terms must satisfy the boundary condition Ee 10 = 0 and
Ecplo = 0 at r = b on the beam pipe, from now on assumed lossless, and they must satisfy
the continuity conditions at r = p for Eel, Ecpl' Hel and Hcpl.
Exact first-order results for the curvature-induced fields of a tubular beam centered
around the beam pipe axis have been obtained by aid of the symbolic manipulation program
MACSYMA and are recorded in Appendix B.
3.1 Long-wavelength approximation
The general expressions for the curvature-induced transverse space charge force in
Appendix B are somewhat opaque, and more informative results are found by consider-
ing the long-wavelength approximation, Kb « 1 or n « y Rib. The long-wavelength
expressions for the field perturbations of a tubular beam in the inner region, r < p, to first
order in 1I R are listed in Table 2 for use in the derivation of the centrifugal space charge
force expressions.
It is seen that the curvature induced fields have, in first order, pure dipole character,
i.e. only a 1<p dependence. Although not analyzed in this paper, one easily sees that a
radially displaced beam would induce quadrupole fields, Le. 2<p dependence. The presence
of sextupole fields,6,7 i.e. 3<p dependence, in a first-order approximation, is only possible in
non-circular beams or beam pipes. In the typical hadron accelerator/collider with essentially
equal horizontal and vertical emittances, the effects due to the non-circular beam geometry
will average out in first approximation, thereby justifying the simplifications made here.
The curvature-induced fields subsist in the ultra-relativistic limit and give rise to a
centrifugal space charge force on a·test particle. Inside of a tubular beam, r < p, one
finds in the ultra-relativistic limit, i.e. v rv C,
Jp (b p2)E I' - vH I' = - 2ln - + 1 - - cos m
r I cp I 2 P b2 'f' (34)
The centrifugal space charge force on an on-axis test particle inside a tubular beam can
be defined by an equivalent radial electric field as follows (SI units)
(35)
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TABLE 2: First order field perturbations in long-wavelength limit inside a tubular beam
p { 2 2 2 bErli = J- [8 - 4v (2p - r )] In-
16v p
(
p2 ) 2 [2 2 2 p2 2 2 ] }+ 4 1 - b2 + v 7b - 6p + 2r - b2 (p + 2r) cos cp
p { 2 2 2 bEcpli = -J- [8 - 4v (2p + r )] In-
16v p
(
p2 ) 2 [2 2 2 p2 2 2 ]} .+ 4 1 - b2 + v 7b - 6p - 2r - b2 (p - 2r) SI~ cp
vrp {p2 b }
E()li = -J- 1 - - + 21n - coscp
2v b2 P
p { 2 2 2 bHrli = -J- [8+4v (2p +r )]In-
16 p
(
p2 ) 2 [2 2 2 p2 2 2 ]} .+ 4 1 - b2 - v 7b - 6p - 2r - b2 (p - 2r) SIn cp
p { 2 2 2 bHcpli = -J- [8 + 4v (2p - r )]In-
16 p
( 2) [ 2]}P 2 2 2 2 P 2 2+ 4 1 - b2 - v 7b - 6p + 2r - b2 (p + 2r) cos cp
vrp {p2 b }
H()li = J - 1 - - + 21n - sin cp
2 b2 P
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In the case of a beam with uniform current density, the equivalent radial electric field is
given by
ZoI fa (b p2)Fx =-- 2ln - + 1 - - pdp2rra2R p b2
o
which after integration yields




In the case of a beam with circular symmetric Gaussian current density, one finds for the
equivalent radial electric field
F
x
= ZoI (ln~+ l+C _!(2 )
2n R 20' 2 2 b2
(38)
with C the Euler constant. The results for uniform and Gaussian beams are numerically
comparable to the simpler tubular geometry if as representative dimension p = a,
respectively p =20' is taken. The force field on off-axis particles is still dipolar, albeit
non linear, i.e. r-dependent, but a more detailed discussion of this effect is outside the scope
of this paper.
Numerical estimates prove the centrifugal space charge force to be a negligible effect for
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider under construction at this laboratory. In the worst case
in RHIC, the peak current is I ~ 10 A, the average transverse beam size a ~ 2 mm, which
with R = 243 m and b = 35 mm results in Fx ~ 10 V1m as compared to the dipole magnet
strength at injection of 1.2 x 108 Vim.
4 RESIDUAL COUPLING IMPEDANCE
In this section, the residual longitudinal coupling impedance of a toroidal beam pipe to
an on-axis filamentary beam will be derived. Since this effect must be independent of
the direction of curvature, an expansion to second order in 1/R is required. It is known
from previous studies that the residual coupling impedance does not exhibit a logarithmic
divergence, if the transverse beam size is reduced to zero. Consequently, the study can be
limited to filamentary beams.
A full second-order treatment has been carried out, and the results for the curvature-
induced coupling impedance of a filamentary beam in the non-resonant region, but valid at
all beam velocities, are recorded in Appendix C. However, the lengthy equations involving
Bessel functions are tedious to manage even with the help of MACSYMA. Limiting the
solution to ultra-relativistic particles loses only terms in (y2 R2)-1 and leads to considerable
simplifications and greater transparency of the results.
The second-order field perturbations in Ee are solutions of the differential equation for
modified Bessel functions with a forcing term
- 2- - 1 a {2 }t1TEe2-K Ee2=-t1T(rcoScpEel)+-- r coScp(VErl+wHcpl)
r dr
The first-order perturbations can be written as
Eel = eel cos cp
(39)
(40)
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In the ultra-relativistic case, these expressions for an on-axis filamentary beam become
(Le. K ~ 0, p ~ 0)
I b





The second-order field perturbations of an on-axis filamentary beam are excited by first-
order perturbations with pure dipole, Le. 1cp-dependence. The factor cos2 cp = ~ + ~ cos 2cp
in the forcing term implies that the second-order fields have cp independent and quadrupole,
Le. 2cp, dependent terms, hence
(44)
Only the cp-independent term ee2leads to an on-axis electric field component in 8-direction
which is responsible for the residual coupling impedance. The differential Equation (39)
thus reduces for the relevant cp-independent ee2 component in the ultra-relativistic limit, Le.
K = 0, to
1 a (aee2 ) 1 a (areel ) v a (2,.. ,..)
-- r-- = --- r-- +-- r (erl +h I)
r ar ar 2r ar ar 2r ar qJ (45)
Using the above expressions, (41)-(43), for an ultra-relativistic filamentary beam, the
differential equation for ee2 now takes the form
1a ( aee2 ) I { b 2 2 (7 r2 r2 b) }
-- r~- =-v- 3-2In--vb ---+-In-
r ar ar 2n r 8 2b2 b2 r
together with the boundary conditions on the beam pipe wall
and, replacing the matching condition,
( ae
e2 ) = 0
ar r=O
The solution is found to be
_ I vb
2
{( 7 22) ( r2 ) ( v2r2 ) r2 b }ee2 = - - 1 - - v b 1 - - + 2 1 +-- - In -






from which follow the expres~ions for the on-axis field
(50)
and for the residual longitudinal coupling impedance seen by a filamentary beam in the
ultra-relativistic case, y --+ 00,
(51)
The full second-order expression for the curvature-induced longitudinal coupling impe-




Expansion with respect to K = vly yi,elds the curvature-induced coupling impedance
term in the long-wavelength limit, n « y Rib, which together with the impedance due to
space charge and wall losses in Equation (17) yield the total impedance of a toroidal beam
pipe with circular cross section (SI units)
Z Zo ( b 1) Os-~ -j- In-+- +(l+j)fJZo-




( 7 22) Zo b2 ( 22 109 44)
-jfJZo- 1--vb +j--- 1-2vb +-vb
4R2 8 16fJ y 2 R2 48
Taking the RHIC geometry for ,a numerical example confirms that the curvature contri-
bution to the coupling impedance is negligible in the non-resonant region.
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APPENDIX A PERTURBATIVE SOLUTION OF MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS
IN THE LOCAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
Using the Serret-Frenet frame, an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system appropriate to
the toroidal beam pipe geometry can be errected around the central arc of the torus. The
Cartesian coordinates x, y, z are found in terms of the local coordinates r, qJ, 0 by
x == (R + r cos qJ) cos 0
y == - (R + r cos qJ) sin 0
z == r sin qJ
The metric coefficients are defined by the line element
as follows
gr == 1, gcp == r, ge == Rg
with
r
g == 1 + - cos qJ.
R






with w == vv and v == njR, one can write Maxwell's equations in the source free regions as
ag£e. .
-- + ]V£cp == - ]wgHr
raqJ
. ag£e.]V£r + -- == ]wgHcp
ar
ar£cp a£r
-- - - -jwHe
rar raqJ
agHe. .
-- + ]vHcp == ]wg£r
raqJ
agHejvHr +-- == - jwg£cp
ar
orHq; _ oHr = jw£e
rar raqJ
(59)
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Perturbative solutions can be found by expanding the fields in inverse powers ofthe curvature
radius, or explicitly
1
£r m = Er m + -er m + ...
''t'' ''t'' R ''t''
£0 = j ( Eo + ~eo + ... )
1
Hr m = Hr m + - hr m + ...
''t'' ''t'' R ''t''
( - 1 - )He = j He + Rhe + ...
(60)
The resulting expressions for Maxwell's equations to first order in R -1 are given as follows
la~ B-
-- + veq; + whr = - -(coscpEe) - wrcoscpHr
r Bcp Bcp
B~e B -
ver + - - Whq; = - coscp-(rEe) + wr coscpHq;
Br Br
B Ber -
-ere ) - - - wrhe = 0Br q; acp
1 Bhe a-
-- + vhep ~ wer = - -(cos cpHe) + wr cos cpEr
r Bcp Bcp
Bhe B -
vhr + - + weep = - cos cp-(r He) - wr cos cpEep
Br Br
B Bhr _
-(rh ) - - + wree = 0Br ep Bcp
(61)
Decoupling Maxwell's equations and reducing them to two independent partial diffe-




and the differential operators
B a * B . BD=-+i-; D =--l-




The perturbation formulation of Maxwell's equations now takes the form
Dee + veT + iwhT = - D(r cos q;Ee) - iwr cos q;HT
ReD*(ireT) - wrhe = 0
Dhe + vhT - iweT = - D(r cos q;He) + iwr cos q;ET
ReD* (irhT) - wree = 0




elimination of the transvers"" uela components has become possible, resulting in the
uncoupled differential equations
+ vReD*r2 cos q;ET - wReD*ir2 cos q;HT
ReD*(rDhe) - K 2rhe = - ReD*rDr cos q;He
(67)
with K 2 = v2 - w2 = v2 / y2. Furthermore, it is easily verified that the operator combination
represents
ReD*rDFe == r~TFe
with the transverse Laplacian operator
(68)
After some manipulations, one finds the independent differential equations for the
azimuthal perturbations
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o
+ - {cos <p (v Eq> - wHr)}
o<p
o




Having determined ee and he, the remaining transverse components can be obtained as
follows
o~ orEe 2
K 2er = - v- - v cos <p-- + w r cos <pEr
or or
w ohe 0 --
- - - - w- cos <pHe + wvr cos <pH
r o<p o<p q>
ohe orile 2
K 2hr = - v- - v cos <p-- + w r cos <pHr
or or
w oee 0 --+-- +w-.-cos<pEe -wvrcos<pEq>
r o<p o<p
2 V oee 0 -- 2
K eq> = - -- - v- cos <pEe + w r cos<pE




2 v ohe 0 -- 2





The solution is uniquely determined by imposing boundary and continuity conditions.
(70)
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The internal consistency of the results can be checked by testing for a divergence free
solution using div E= 0:
arer aeep _ (arEr ) 0 cos epEep
-- + - + vree = -rcosep Er + -- - r----
ar oep or aep
and div iI = 0:
arhr ohep - (ar Hr ) a cos epHep
-- + - +vrhe = -rcosep Hr +-- -r----
or oep ,ar oep
(71)
(72)
The curvature-induced transverse force on a test charge can be expressed by an equivalent
electric field with the components
and
1 aee a cos epEe vr
Fep = -(eep + vhr) = --- - -.. - cosepHr (74)R vRraep vRaep R
It is noted that the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem34 is not directly applicable to toroidal
structures.
APPENDIX B FIRST-ORDER PERTURBATION SOLUTION
In this appendix, the unabridged first-order solution for the fields due to a tubular beam
in a toroidal beam pipe, assumed lossless with circular cross section, is recorded. The
perturbation treatment used is valid for all beam energies, but is limited to the non-resonance
region, n « (R/b)3/2.
The current density in the beam is taken to be
(75)
The associated zeroth-order solution is
- in the inner region (0 < r < p)
VKp
ErOi = - J-Co(Kp)Il(Kr)
(j)
(76)
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- and in the outer region (p < r < b)
VKp I




with the common factor e- jnB ejwt suppressed and the symbols as defined in the main
section of this paper, but in view of the lossless pipe walls,
KO(Kb)
Co(Kr) = KO(Kr) - IO(Kr)--
10(Kb) (78)
Using the interactive symbolic manipulation program MACSYMA, the following results
for the first-order perturbations were obtained:




.., Kp {EBli = J-CO(Kp) 211 (Kr) - Kr1o(Kr)
2w
2 }V 2 2 E
- K2 [2Kr Io(Kr) - (4 - K r )/t (Kr)] - Qi /t (Kr) cos cP
E 1 { v2b ( p2) PQi = Co(Kp)Io(Kb)/t(Kb) ---;;- 1 - b2 IO(Kp) + "b/t(Kp)
+ [ (2 + 4:: - v2p2) Co (Kp)




Q!! = b1o(Kp) + p1o(Kb)[Cl (Kp)/t (Kb) + KbCb(Kp)10 (Kb)]
I bCo(Kp)10 (Kb) I{ (Kb) (82)
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- in the outer region, p < r < b,
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,.., vp { 11 (Kr)E - - J-L K vb010- 2ev o( p) 10(Kb) !I (Kb)





{ !I (Kr) + KT Io(Kb)I{ (Kb)Co(Kr)
p/I(Kp)/o(Kb) I }+- [II (Kb)CI (Kr) +Kblo(Kb)Co(Kr)] sin qJ
b 10 (Kp)
(83)
The curvature-induced transverse force on a test charge within the tubular beam can be
expressed in terms of an equivalent electric field with the components
and
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APPENDIX C SECOND-ORDER PERTURBATION SOLUTION
203
In the limit of an on-axis filamentary beam, the cp-independent second-order perturbation
of the azimuthal electric field component, which is responsible for the residual longitudinal
coupling impedance, is a solution of the modified Bessel differential equation of order zero
. with forcing term
1 d (de(}2) 2- 1 { 2 2
-- r-- - K e(}2 = -- Poolo(Kr) + P20K r 10(Kr)
r dr dr 2Jrw
(87)
+ QooKo(Kr) + Q20K2r2 KO(Kr)
+ QllKrKl (Kr) + Q31 K3r3 Kl (Kr) }
Using MACSYMA, the P and Q fact?rs in the above expressions were found to be
3 KO(Kb) v2 4Kb1o(Kb) - [3Kb + 811 (Kb)Ko(Kb)]I{(Kb)
Poo = ----- + -..---~..-.,.------------
2 10(Kb) 4K2 10(Kb)ll (Kb)l{ (Kb)
v4 Kb1o(Kb) - 311 (Kb)
+--------
2K4 10(Kb)ll (Kb)l{ (Kb)
9v2 KO(Kb) 3v4 KO(Kb)
P20 = ----- - ----
4K2 10(Kb) 2K4 10(Kb)
3 KO(Kb) Ilv2 KO(Kb) v4 Kb + 211 (Kb)Ko(Kb)
Pll = ---- - ----- +--------





Qoo = 2+ ----;2
9v2 3v4
Q20 = 4K2 + 2K4
3 Ilv2 v4
Qll = -- - -- + -
4 2K 2 K4
(88)
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Together with the boundary condition e~2 (0) = 0, one finds the solution in its general
form
__ 1 {I
ee2(Kr) = -- -POOKrll(Kr)
2rrw 2
- ~ P20[K2r 21o(Kr) - Kr(2 + K2r 2)h (Kr)]
1 2 2
+4 P11 [K r lo(Kr)-2Krll(Kr)]
1





- - Q2o[K2r 2Ko(Kr) +Kr(2 + K2r 2 )Kl (Kr)]
6
1 22
- 4Q11 [K r Ko(Kr) +2KrKl(Kr)]





where P remains to be determined by the boundary condition atr = b, ee2(Kb) = owhence
P = 3 v2 2K2b21o(Kb) + (4 - 3K2b2)1{(Kb)
8IJ(Kb) - 4K2 IJ (Kb) I{ (Kb)
v4 3K3b3IJ(Kb) - 5K2b2IO(Kb)ll (Kb) - 10Kblr(Kb) - 1611 (Kb)l{ (Kb)
- 24K4 IJ(Kb)ll (Kb)l{ (Kb)
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resulting in the unabridged expression (natural units)
which is valid in the non-resonant region for all energies.
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(92)
